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8 Claims. ((11. 40-159) 

This invention relates to devices which provide a mount 
or holder for strips and/ or individual frames of exposed 
photographic ?lm, or the like, and more particulary to a 
strip or frame protecting transparent envelope insertable 
into a card structure provided for this purpose. 

This application is a division of application Serial No. 
382,172, ?led September 24, 1953 and which on July 16, 
1957 issued as Patent No. 2,799,107. 
One of the objects of the present invention is to pro 

vide a novelly constructed strip or frame-protecting trans 
parent envelope which automatically centers the strip or 

5 frame in a vertical direction with respect to the envelope Y 
;. so that when the latter is insertediinto a pocket in a sup 
- porting card said ?lm strip or frame will likewise be auto 
3 matically centered vertically with respect to the sight 
. opening in the card. . . 

A further object of the invention is to provide a novel I. 
itransparent protective envelope which automatic'ally'lo ’ 
icates one edge of the strip or frame contained therein 
.along a desired predetermined line with respect to an edge 
10f the envelope. , I . _ , ,. 

Another object is to provide anovel transparentpro 
ftective envelope for a strip or a row of individual frames 
:of photographic negative ?lm, such as micro-?lm, said 
,envelope vbeing of a width larger than that of said strip 
tor‘frame and having meansv therein for positioning the 
:strip or frames centrally between the upper and lower 
{edges of said envelope. 7 ' 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide a trans 
jparent envelope, of the character and for the purpose set 
.forth, having at least one marginal edge portion which is 
iinwardly offset in a novel manner so as to con?ne the ?lm 
.strip or frames and to locate the same along a desired line 
:within the envelope. _ . , t _ 

,Another objectis to provide a transparent envelope of 
"the'character and for the purpose above described, having 
upper and lower marginal edgev portions which. arein 
'wardly offset in a novel manner so as to con?ne the ?lm 
:strip or frames and to locate the same centrally in said 
(envelope. 7 ~ . . . r . 

vAnother object of the invention is the provision~of a 
.novel method for forming embodiments of the protective 
.envelope of the invention wherein the strip-locating shoul 
tder or shoulders are formed integrally with a panel or 
"with the panels of the envelope. ~- > » . 

The above and further objects and novel features of the 
present invention willmore fully appear from the follow 
ing etailed description when the same is read in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings. It is to be ex 
pressly understood, however, that the drawings are ‘for 
.the purpose of illustration only .and are not intended as a 
de?nition of the limits of the invention. 

In the drawings, wherein like reference characters refer 
‘to like parts throughout the several views, a . 

Fig. 1 is a front or face elevation of one form of holder 
or ?le card useful with the protective envelope of the 
,present invention and adapted for' mounting two strips 
»of photographic negative ?lm therein, portions of the 

' card being'broken away for purposes of clearer illustra- I 
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tion; 
Fig. 2 is an exploded view, in perspective, of three plies 

employed in producing the holder or ?le card shown in 
Fig. I; 

Fig. 3 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view on the 
line -3—~3 of Fig. 1, on an enlarged scale; . ' 

Fig. 4 is a vertical transverse sectional view on the line 
4--4 of Fig. 1, on an enlarged scale; _ ‘ 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged face view of a ?rst embodiment 
_ of ?lm receiving and protecting envelope constructed in 
accordance with the present invention and forming a part 
of and included in the holder or ?le card shown in Fig. 1, 
a portion of said envelope being broken away for pur 
poses of clearer illustration; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary to plan view on a considerably 
larger scale of the envelope shown in Fig. 5, and includ 
ing a strip of photographic negative ?lm inserted therein; 

Fig. 7 is a vertical transverse sectional view on the line 
7—7 of Fig. 6; and V 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary view, similar to Fig. 5, of a sec 
ond illustrative embodiment of the protective envelope 
of the invention, said envelope having only a bottom off 
set marginal edge portion. 

Referring to the drawings, there is shown, by way of 
example, one form of holder or ?le card with which the 
protective envelope of the present invention is useful. 
The ?le card shown _is particularly designed for use in 
mounting one or more strips of photographic negative 
?lm, such as micro-?lm, containing several successive ex- ' 
posures, or one or more rows of individual frames of 
such ?lm. In the illustrated embodiment, the?le card 
is of the standard 3 x 5 ?le card size and is constructed to 
accommodate two strips of micro-?lm of the 16 mm. size, 
or the equivalent thereof in individual frames, of such 
?lm. The ?le card may be constructed to receive only 
one strip of ?lm, or the size of the card may be increased 
to accommodate any desired number of strips of 16 mm. 
?lm, or two or more strips of ?lm of a larger size. It will 
be apparent as the following detail description of the in 
vention proceeds, that the protective envelope of the 
present invention may also be advantageously embodied 
in protective mountings for stamps, photographs, and 
other like objects of value and interest which are to be 
preserved. _ 7 

As shown in the drawings, the holder or ?le card, in 
dicated generally at 20 (Figs. 1, 3 and 4), is a three-ply 
structure consisting of a front ply 21 (Fig. 2), a rear ply 
22, and an intermediate ply 23, which are all of the 
same length and width and are preferablyformed of 
smooth surfaced card stock or heavy ‘relatively stiff paper 
material. In the ?nished article shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 4, 
the card plies 21, 22 and 23 are disposed in superposed 
relation with their edges accurately aligned, and are ?rmly 
bonded together as a single unit such that said pliesat 
the edges thereof are not distinguishable one from the 
other. This is accomplished by ?rst coating the entire area 
of the available plane surfaces of the intermediate card 
ply 23 at opposite sides thereof with a suitable adhesive 
substance and then subjecting the assembly to heat and 
pressure sufficiently to ?rmly bond and in effect blend to 
gether the abutting surfaces of the card plies. 

For a purpose to appear hereinafter, the intermediate 
card ply 23 is formed of card stock having a thickness 
substantially equal to the thickness of the ?lm to be 
mounted, plus twice the thickness of the material which 
is used to form a transparent ?lm-receiving, centering and 
protecting envelope 24 made in accordance with the in 
vention. .. > 

In the illustrated embodiment, the envelope 24 is pref 
erably formed of clear, transparent cellulose acetate ma— 
terial having a thickness of approximately .003 of an 
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inch which effectively provides a moisture proof, wear 
resisting and durable envelope without materially increas 
ing the thickness of the card structure, and permits strong 
transmission .ofrlightrtherethrough for ?lm-projectingand 
viewing purposes‘. ‘The relatively few standard sizes-pf 
micro?lm : have ; a thickness of‘ approximately . .jOQS» of an 
inch. .‘Acco'rdinglyr for -the above-.rnentioneds..?lrn..and 
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envelope 'inéterial thicknesses, the intermediate cardlply , 
23, .inathe, illustrated- embodimentwisformed;ofreard 
material ‘having , athickness , of approximately .01 1:: often 
inch which .is deemed. sufficient-rand which'hasv'been 
found to’ give excellent~ results. 1 Other ,materialsysuch 
.as celluloid, cellophane, :or rigid vinyls-may be used to 
produce the envelope~_24, and it-will be apparent that the 
lt'hickness oflheJinterrnediate card ply ~23‘ .varieswith and 
isgovernedgby.thecombined .thicknesses'of the ?lm and 
envelope?therefor. 1 Although .the front wcard ply Zia-and 
the rear ‘card' ply 22 may beof any-:thickness desired, 
said plies, as‘. herein: shown“ are ‘preferably of the ‘same 
“thickness .aslthatofz the-intermediate _-card-ply 23 so as 
. to.simplifyv the. ‘manufacture of i the card 'structure- andto 
provide , a card structure which is strong anddurable, will 
'not‘curl and is resistant to bending. _ ~It1is to? beunder 
_stood~,that all-.iorceritainofthe ~card-pliesx21,~22 and 23 
.may, lif desiredjbe made of othermaterials such. as, for 
_ example,.t~hermoplastic. material. 
“The intermediate card ply 23~has 'die-cur-therein two 

galike?obl‘ong.apertures 25, .25‘ (Fig.2) lwhichare‘dis 
posedin spaced-parallel relation and extend. lengthwise 
ofsaidply. ilherapertures 25,, 25 extend-substantially 
.trhefull. length of vthetcrard ply 23 leaving relatively narrow 
.marginalpositions- of said ‘ply at theopposite ends there 
of. iésshowndn Eigs- 1, 3 and 4, the apertures 25, 2S 
:areeachmdaptedto accommodatean envelope 24 above 
;:referred to, andtforithis purpose-‘each aperture istofra 
width ;sligh_tly,>irrexcess.of thewidth ‘of the envelope so 
that theslat'terlrnay .be wholly and’ freely positioned there 
lirhin?a manner to~___be hereinafter, described. ' 
._ rfl‘hpgfront or'outer- card ply 2,1'.and-.-the*r_earior outer 
:vcardgply f'22.,_~have-,-d,ie-cut therein two alike oblongsight 
ope_ni_r1gs;_2v ,126 andi27, 27 respectively (Fig. 2). These 
openings-‘26,326v .andx27,= 27 ' extend lengthwise .of=.the:re 
,spective .cardjaliesrand ‘tare-of a ‘width substantiallyv the 
sameas.thevwidth‘iof the film strip ‘orframes wtosbe 
mounted, which widthis less than the widthofftheaper 
turesLZiTZS-intthe intermediate card;ply.-23. 7The open 
ings 26,1. 26 >and‘27,§2_7 are-soloeated ‘in "the-respective 
card plies 21, 22 that, when the card plies 21, ‘22 ,and.,23 
,are in superposedzassembled.relation, asishownwin Figs. 
1, 3 land 4,'..th_e~;.openin-gs 26,..26-are‘in‘exact register. with 
.thefopenings 27;:27 and 'thatIsaid-registering,openingsare 
symmetricallyfdisposed‘widthwise with respect to theEaPer 
=tures125,f25,~in .the intermediate cardtplyv23. The open 
ings >26,~_26.and,27, 27 are of alengthless-than the length 
‘of. the=~apertures-.25,l25. inuthe ‘intermediate card ply.~23 
land .ar'e‘lso .locatede lengthwise with'respect to said Iaper 
turesfthatzcorresponding ends.2_3,,,28.-=ther_eof‘Figs; 1, 2 
and'33)' arefdisposed a‘ slight distance: linwardlygfromet-he 
‘adjacent ends 29,! 29 .of; the apertures-2,5,;25,¢-and that 
the opposite ends ‘30, 30 of saidopenings are‘ disposed a 
greater. distance inwardly from the adjacent opposite'ends 
'31, 31 of said ,apertures. Theeffective. length of ?lm 
that ,can 'thusebe .viewed and .projected- ‘ is l-governedcby 
the. length oftheiop'enings.26,.26.and~27,527 which, in 
the illustrated-embodiment and as shown in fig, 1,: is-the 
equivalent. of ‘six exposures or ,frames .‘32 ,of 16 Vmm??lm. 
It will be apparentethat =by,.virtue of. ,thez'described ,ar 
'ra'nge'ment and >relativezsizes of .apertures..25,-. '25 and 
‘openings 26, 26land 27, .27,nportions-.of the .outer .c‘ard 
plies 21 and22 project beyondsaid,apertures'allthe way 
around the same, ,thus forming in ;~conjunction withthe 
apertures‘25,""25 elongated pockets 33 which are com 
pletely closedaround the edges ,thereof andzareofithe 
proper length; width‘ and depth'tosnug'ly receive'andre 
'tain therein envelopes 24' above ‘referred- to. 
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4 
, The from outer card" ply 21 has die-cut therein two 
alike narrow windows 34, 34 (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) which are 
located between the ends 30, 30 of the sight openings 26, 
26 and the adjacent ends 31, 31 of the apertures 25, 25. 
The windows 34, 34 are'of the same width as that of the 
apertures 25, 2S and they extend across the width of the 
latter and accurately‘ register .with the same, said win 
dows serving. as entranceiopenings tothe otherwise closed 
{pockets'"33_throughwhich.the envelopes 24,may be edge 
wisé' inserted into the pockets and removed therefrom. 
The rear outer card ply 22 has solid portions thereof 
"backing the entrance openings .or windows34, 34 in the 
front card ply’ 2.1, ‘said-portions effectively serving as rests 
andgu‘ides' for‘the envelopes 24 to‘facilitate the insertion 
thereof into the pockets 33 of the card structure, and be 
ing provided with ; die-cutarcuate or‘. half-round ?nger 
openings 35, 35 to enable ?nger displacement of project 
ing ends of the; envelopes ppwardly from the pockets 
through the entrance openings 34, 34 to facilitate removal 
of said envelopes from saidrpockets. The diameter of the 
.l?nger openings 35, 35 is less than the width of the en 
trance openings. 34, >34, and-said ?nger openings are so 
located that thestraight edges thereof are substantially in 
line with the outeredges of said entrance openings. 
As shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the envelopes 24 of the 

?rst illustrated form ofthe invention are each in the 
form of a folder formed from a sheet of clear transparent 
.material, preferably cellulose acetate material, folded up 
wardly and over upon itself substantially in the center 
thereof to provide alike front and back panels 36 and 37, 
respectively, which are connected together at the folded 
edge and are of a width greater thanthe width of the 
?lm strips or frames to be handled and slightly less than 
the width of the apertures 25, 25 in the intermediate card 
ply. 23. " The envelopes 24 are of a length less than the 
length of the apertures 25, 25 and such that when said 
envelopes .are~ fully inserted ‘into the pockets 33. of the 
card ‘structure the trailing ends‘thereof project beyond 
the inner edges of the entrance ‘openings or windows 34, 
34 in‘, théjront card 'ply 21 and partly overlap the ?nger 
openings 35,135 in'_ the rear card ply 22, as shown in Figs. 
1 and 3. 

' In order to facilitate centering of the‘ ?lm strips ,or 
frames in the oversize .envelopes 24 between the upper 
and lower longitudinal edges of the latter, each envelope 
is novelly constructed to provide between the panels‘ 36 
and 37 thereof spaced parallel shoulders or shelves 38 
and 39 (Fig; 7) which extend substantially the entire 
length of the envelope andare disposed parallel to the 
upper and lower edges, respectively, of said envelope. 
‘The shoulders or shelves 38 and 39 face each other and 
‘are symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of the longi 
tudinal center line of the envelope 24 and are spaced 
apart a distance slightly in excess of the Width of the ?lm 

' strip or frames to be handled. Accordingly, when a ?lm 
strip‘ '40 ,or'?lm frame is placed in the envelope 24, the 
shoulders or shelves ‘38 and ‘39 effectively serve to receive 
said ?lm strip or frame therebetween and therebyyauto 
‘matic'ally l'ocate'thetsame centrally between‘ the upper 
and lower edges of said envelope and ‘at the' same time 
con?ne the ?lm strip or frame against upward and down 
ward displacement'from central position and against up 
ward outward displacement from the envelope. 

' In the illustrated embodiment of Figs; 5, 6 and 7, the 
shoulders 38vand '39—are formed integrally with the en 
velope" 24, and are conveniently and effectively produced 
in a novelmanner ‘by passing the folded sheet through 
and ‘between opposed 'rotary‘ knurling ' tools‘ ‘of a‘ ?ne 
‘straight knurl type, whereby short, minute, shoulder 
forming, teeth-like projections such as shown at 41 in the 
greatly enlarged views of Figs. 6 and 7 are impressed in 
one of the panels 136 and 37, i. e., the panel 37, of the 
*envelope'at and along" the upper'edge thereo?-andqcom 
pani-on-‘depre'sjsions =42am simultaneously formed in. the 
fbther panel, i; ‘e:,"the_pane1?36; to receive said projections 



5 
therein, ‘and like projections 43 are impressed in the other 
‘panel, i. e.,->the'panel 36, at andalong the lower edge . 
thereof with _companion .depressions44 in the opposing 
panel, i. e., the panel 37. Preferably, the depth of the 
projections 41 and 43 is substantially equal to the thick 
ness of the ?lm, but they may be made deeper if desired 
so that when the ?hn strip or frame is placed in the en 
‘velope 24 and the panels 36 and 37 are _closed into con 
'tact with said ?lm strip or frame, said projections will. 
{extend beyond the ?lm strip or frame and beyond the 
inner plane surface of the opposing panel and into the 
{companion depressions 42 and 44 and interlock with the 
vsame. When cellulose acetate material is used to form 
‘the envelopes 24 as in the illustrated embodiment, said 
material is folded and the projections 41 and 43 are 
formed therein while the material is subjected to heat so 
as to soften the same su?iciently to enable such folding 
and the formation of said'projections without cracking, 
rupturing or otherwise damaging the material. 

It might be pointed out that the thickness of the en 
velopes 24 is not noticeably increased by the formation 
of the projections 41 and 43 therein, and that no increase 
in the thickness of the intermediate card ply'23 over that 
hereinbefore mentioned is required because of said pro 
jections. It is to be understood that the projections 41 
and 43 may, if desired, be impressed in the same panel 
of the envelope. ‘ . , 

Since the centering of the ?lm in the envelope is in the 
main effected by the lower projections 43 and resulting 
shoulder 39, the upper projections 41 and resulting shoul 
der 38 may be eliminated if desired. This embodiment 
of the envelope is illustrated in Fig. 8, where such en~ 
velope, designated 24, is shown as having a shoulder 39 
along only its lower edge. - Otherwise envelope 24' is of 
the same construction as, and may conveniently be made 
in the same manner as, the above described envelope 24, 
except for the omission of upper projections 41 and thus 
the shoulder 38. a 

It is believed that the utility and practicability of the 
novel transparent protective envelope illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings will be readily understood from 
the foregoing description and may be brie?y summarized 
as follows. A ?lm strip 40 substantially the length of 
the sight openings 26, 26 and 27, 27, or less as desired, 
or the equivalent thereof in individual frames of exposed 
?lm, is placed in an envelope 24 or 24' through the upper 
openable end of said envelope such that the leading or 
left-hand end thereof (Fig. 1) is substantially in line with 
the leading or left-hand end of the envelope, and because 
of the shoulders 38 and 39 in said envelope said ?lm strip 
or each individual ?lm frame is quickly and accurately 
centered vertically in the envelope and is retained in such 
position. The leading end of the envelope 24 with the 
?lm insert 40 is then positioned in the entrance opening 
34 of the selected card pocket 33 and engaged with the 
exposed solid portion of the rear outer card ply 22, and 
using said card ply portion as a guide, said envelope is 
easily inserted edgewise beneath the front outer card ply 
21 and into said pocket until it contacts the left-hand end 
of the pocket de?ned by the end wall 29 of the respective 
aperture 25 in the intermediate card ply 23. When 
the envelope 24 is fully inserted into the card pocket, all 
portions of the various exposures on the ?lm strip 40 or 
frames are contained within the ?eld of the respective 
sight openings 26 and 27 and, hence, said exposures are 
visible in their entirety for complete projection and view 
ing purposes. Data relating to the exposures may be 
written on the blank outer surfaces of the front card ply 
21 and rear card ply 22. When the envelope 24 is fully 
inserted in the card pocket, endwise displacement thereof 
in its plane in either direction from the card is absolutely 
prevented because of the fully closed ends of said pocket. 
The ?lm strips or frames contained in the envelopes 24 
are fully protected against dust, dirt, moisture, etc., and 
against scratching and ?ngerprints, etc. Since the en 
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velopes 24 are made of lclearltranspar'ent material, light 
maybe transmitted therethrough and through the various 
?lm exposures, whereby the latter may be projected onto". 
a screen and magni?ed for viewing and examining pur- 
poses without removing the envelopes or ?lm strips fromv 
the card. The envelopes 24 or 24' may be easily removed 
from the card by merely ?nger bending the trailing end 
of the envelope upwardly outof the plane thereof and 
above the plane of the outer surface of the front card 
ply 21 through the entrance opening 34 from therear 
card ply side of the card by means of the ?nger opening 
35, and then grasping the upwardly de?ected end and 
pulling the envelopefrom the.card pocket. ' 

Although the envelopes 24 and 24' have been particu 
larly described _in connection ‘with their use with a card, 
such as the described card 20, they may, when removed 
from the card, be used effectively as a holder or slide for 
?lm strips or frames. Thus, for example, they may be 
used in this manner with projectors or readers which can-_ 
not accommodate the card. 

, Although only two embodiments of the protective en-' 
velope of the invention have been described in thefore~ 
going speci?cation and illustrated in the accompanying‘ 
drawings,'it is to be‘ understood that the same is not_ 
limited to said embodiments or to the particular type of 
insert contained in said envelope. 'Various changes may 
be made in the structure, some of which have been men 
tioned in the foregoing speci?cation, without departing‘ 
from the spirit and scope of the invention, as will now 
be clear to those skilled in the art. For example, the in- " 
sert locating and con?ning shoulders within the envelope 
may be made in other ways and by other means, such as 
for example, by adhesi'vely securing to one or both panels ‘ 
of the envelope two narrow thin strips of cellulose acetate - 
or other material. ~For'a de?nition of the ‘limits of the‘ 
invention reference is bad primarily to the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An envelone for photographic negative film and 

the like. comprising a sheet of transparent material ‘lon 
gitudinally folded over once only upon itself so as to 
provide hingedly connected separable front and back 
panels of a width greater than that of the ?lm, said panels 
being connected only at the fold between them, andv 
means on the inner surface of one of said panels provid 
ing an upwardly facing ?at shoulder having abrupt edges 
and projecting toward the other of said panels, said 
shoulder being engageable by an edge of the inserted 
?lm for locating the inserted ?lm along a predetermined 
desired line and between the fold and the free edges of 
said panels. 

2. The envelope de?ned in claim 1 wherein the ?lm 
locating means is integral with the said one of the panels 
of the envelope. 

3. The envelope de?ned in claim 2 wherein the ?lm 
locating means is a series of projections pressed inwardly 
from and spaced along the said one of the panels and 
which are disposed at right angles to the fold of the 
envelope, said projections terminating at the tops thereof; 
in flat horizontally aligned surfaces having abrupt adges., 

4. A transparent protective envelope adapted to re-. 
ceive therein photographic negative ?lm and the like,‘ 

7 said envelope being of a width greater than that of said‘? 
?lm and having means arranged within the same so as. 
to be engaged by the longitudinal edges of said ?lm for 
locating said ?lm centrally between the longitudinal edges; 
of the envelope, said last named means comprising an‘~ 
upper and lower series of ?at parallel ?lm edge engaging: 
shoulders on said envelope interiorly thereof and facing 
each other, said shoulders having abrupt edges and ex-_ 
tending lengthwise of said envelope and the series thereof’ 
being symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of the; 
longitudinal center line of said envelope such that the. 
spacing between the same is substantially equal to the 
width of the ?lm. 
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5. ‘An article as de?ned‘in' claim 4 wherein said‘ means 
forwlocatingv the ?lrn centrally intheenvelope comprises 
a series~ of‘ short vertically extendingprojectionsimpressed 
iri thermaterial of‘‘ said envelope‘, and‘ spaced‘ along the’ 
lower‘ portion of one face, panel‘ of‘ said‘ envelope, said. 
projections projecting inwardly" from said panel and 
having‘?'at upper'?lmj' engaging surfacest‘ter'minating in‘ 
abruptedges and spaced below the longitudinal‘. center 
line of said envelopea distance substantially equal to. one-.' 
half the width ofthe?hn, 

6'. An article as de?ned in claim 4‘ wherein said means 
for locating the ?lm eentral'lyin the envelope eetnprisee. 
a’ ?rst series offshort. vertically extending projections im 
pressed‘ in the material ‘of said envelope and spaeed' along 
the lower. portion of ‘the inner surface, of‘ ‘one face panel 
of said envelope, and a second series. of short vertically 
extending projections impressedlin said material and 
spacedralong the upper portiouofsthe inner surface of 
the opposite face panel of said; envelope, said ?rst and 
second series-of projectionsterminating atthe. confronting 
ends thereof in ?at ?lm edgegengaging surfaces having 
abrupt edges. “ 

7.'An envelope for photographic negative ?lm and 
the like comprising a sheet of transparent-material folded 
longitudinally once. only over upon itself so as to provide ‘ 
abutting hinge-like separable front and back panels of a 
width greater than that of the ?lm and connected only 
at the fold* said panels having formed on their inner 
surfacesvertically spaced parallel ?lm edge engaging 
shoulders which are ?at and face each other for locating 
the inserted ?lm centrally between thefold and theupper 
separable edges of said- panel, said shoulders having 
abrupt edges and extending lengthwise of said. panels and 
parallel to the fold and being'symrnetrically disposed on 
opposite sides of the longitudinal ‘center line of said 

8 
panels such; that the spacing between the same is sub 
stantially'eqnal tothe" width of the insertedl?lm. 

‘8,. Art-envelope for vplflotographyie negative ?lm and the 
_ like comprising; a sheet“ of‘ transparent material folded 
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longitudinally onee ohlyiovjer upon itself so as'toiplioliitie 
abutting hinge-like separabler‘alike front "and back panels 
of‘ aewidth greater than; that of the ?lm! said‘ panels be 
ing conneetedjto each "other only at the fold between 
them,‘ one'of‘said‘panels having impressed therein a ?rst 
series of'inwar'cllyfiprojecti'ng vertieal teeth-like projec 
tions there along (at the bottom thereof and the other of 
said panels having impressed therein‘ a second series of 
inwardly.‘ Ptqieetins vettiealtteethrlikepreieetiens Spaced 
there elet'lsfat ‘the ten‘ therestt easier Protections- being.‘ 
located such that the space‘ between the series thereof is“ 
symmetrical with r'eepeetitsjthe lensitutlinal center line 
of: the. panels and.is'rsnhetaatiallyiequel to the width of; 
the ineerted'?'lml the prsieetiqae. effsaitl ?rst‘ series. ter-i 
Initiating ‘at ‘their, upper en‘sis in upwardly facing ?at 
sheulderefer leeatin'gjansl suppetting the inserted ?ll.n 
eentrallvtbetwes. h " _.?,B.<1fth¢ upper separable edges 
of said panelszfanw _ ojections of said second series 
terminating at t. eir' lqwerfends in downwardly facing 
?at shoulders ‘for engaging the inserted ?lm and holding 
the same against upward idisplaeemest 
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